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 [UPGRADED] What is this? This module will cache all the files within your system to the hard disk or SSD. While this is not
always necessary, it is definitely a must have when you're loading a fresh ROM or overclocking your device! This module will

make your system as fast as it can be! Configure options from the module settings page. The cache will be started automatically.
It will cache everything except the /system and /data partitions. This will clean up the cache memory from the previous versions

that may have cached some unnecessary files! You can use this cache in your favorite bootable ROM/Recovery/kernel/OTA-
Mod without having to reboot. You can stop the cache and continue with your action. This module will work on all devices

running Android 5.0 or above. It works in both single and dual slot devices. It will cache the system and app data. It will also
cache the /cache and /data partitions. This module will remove the SD card. This module will remove the SD card, If you want
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to use it again, the SD card should be put back. There is also an option to keep the SD card, please select "Keep the SD card" in
the options. If you don't select this option, the cache will be removed, when the cache will be removed, the SD card will be

removed. If you select "Keep the SD card", the cache will not be removed, however, the SD card will not be removed. Warning:
If you want to keep your SD card, you must select "Keep the SD card". The cache will be removed. This module will cache the

system and app data. This module will clean up the cache memory from the previous versions that may have cached some
unnecessary files! It will work in both 82157476af
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